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During the past year, we have

took place at the Upper Secondary

located in the same building as the

celebrated that the Foundation

schools and also for a short time

Grade school VRS Sundbyberg,

passed its first 25 years. Although

at the Lower Secondary schools.

opened. During its first year of

it has been many years since the

The response from students and

operation, the school has met our

Foundation opened its first school,

parents has been very positive. Most

high expectations and as a result, the

we still think of it as a pioneer. One

importantly, teaching continued

attractiveness of the school is high.

of our goals is to lead the way for

and the students’ results did not

Swedish education. The decreasing

suffer. The Lower Secondary

In June we received permission to

funding means that Swedish schools

schools could, after a short time

open an F-9 school in Fisksätra,

must drive development at lower

with distance learning, continue

Nacka. We are looking forward to

costs yet at the same time promote

with classroom learning which was

running a school where we follow

better learning and strengthen

very fortunate.

the students from their very first
year of school.

working conditions for the teachers.
Therefore, we think it is of great

Our experience from last spring is

importance to take advantage of the

that digital methods contributed

It is a part of the Foundation’s vision

possibilities that digitalization offers.

to student learning in the Upper

to offer high-quality education

Secondary schools, but it also

for as many students as possible.

The current situation with

highlighted the importance of

Therefore the organisation’s growth

Covid-19, although devastating

connection and social contacts at

is slow and steady, to ensure that

in many ways, showed how well

school. Another important outcome

our high standards are kept.

equipped our schools were for

was that some students felt that

digital learning. We are deeply

digital learning suited them better.
Louise Ankarcrona &

thankful for the great commitment
that our school leaders and teachers

During the autumn, VRG

Louise Westerberg

showed in the sudden transition

Sundbyberg, the Foundation’s

to teacher-led digital learning that

fourth Upper Secondary school

Founders
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We knew that the 25th school

At the grand opening of VR

development on digitalization.

year for Viktor Rydberg School

Campus Sundbyberg, we celebrated

After a few weeks, we were able to

Foundation was going to be eventful

our employees for their work and

welcome the students at VRS back to

for the organization. In addition

dedication by throwing a

classroom teaching while the VRG

to our most important mission of

memorable party.

students continued distance learning

high quality teaching, a new high

from home, in compliance with the

school would be opened, a new

During the autumn, 8th grade

authorities’ recommendations. The

campus would be opened and the

students from all lower secondary

key phrase for the spring was “We

anniversary year would need to be

schools and their programmed

don’t cancel – we shift”. Activities

celebrated. In February the Covid-19 robots participated in the First

and ceremonies that normally take

pandemic arrived and we were faced

Lego League competition. The

place during spring, such as concerts,

with brand-new challenges.

VRS schools were very successful,

Open House and “Mösspåtagning”,

finishing in the top three in the

had to take place digitally.

Our 7th school, VRG Sundbyberg,

Stockholm competition. The

started with one only grade and

winner, VRS Sundbyberg, went

The Spring of 2020 was, for all of us,

160 students led by principal Kajsa

to Denmark to compete for

troubling in many ways. For those

Parmell. Before the start of the

Sweden where they ended up in

of us working in education, it was

academic year, the high school,

2nd place. VRS Vasastan initiated

also a time of great development.

together with VRS Sundbyberg,

the Erasmus+ project DemoDigi,

moved into the newly renovated

in which students established

After the turbulent spring term, we

VR Campus Sundbyberg. The

international networks and learned

were able to send our graduates off

campus’ grand opening later in the

about the premises for democracy in

with a proper graduation ceremony.

autumn offered music performances

a digitized world. VRS Sundbyberg

For VRG the final grades were, as

by students and speeches by the

was EU-certified by the EU

in previous years, very high. It is

professor of neurology Martin

parliament, for their students’

gratifying that 99,5% of the students

Ingvar and by the founders of the

important work to raise interest and

at VRS were qualified to continue

Foundation.

engagement for common issues in

studying in theoretical programs and

Europe.

also had good grades.

strives to innovate and develop, we

The jubilee musical Rock of Ages

Now when the baton has been

wanted to celebrate how far we

was performed in January at Maxim

handed over from Kristy Lundström

have come. Among many things,

Theater by students from VRG.

to the new Director of Schools,

we revisited one of the cornerstones

The show was seen by a larger

Amanda Hurst, a new 25-year

of our culture deck, “Art and

audience than ever before.

period with important work within

In an organization which always

science go hand in hand”, during

the school system begins. With

an education event at the Stockholm

On Friday, March 13th, the board

courage and confidence, we look

School of Economics in which all

together with the Director of

forward to meeting the challenges

school leaders and the board of the

Schools decided to shift to teacher-

and possibilities of the future.

foundation participated. We also

led digital distance learning. That

highlighted 25 prominent alumni

meant some intensive days and even

Kristy Lundström

who shared memories and advice

weeks when VR’s employees had to

from their years at VRG. Employees

renew and reinvent their teaching.

former Director of Schools

recorded the anniversary song

We were well-prepared, having

“Viktor Rydberg fyller 25!”.

previously focused our professional
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Amanda Hurst

current Director of Schools
Stockholm August 2020
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STUDENT SURVEY 2019/2020
Indicator

Result

Unit

I can recommend my
school to others

4,70

1-5*

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
5 means that he or she agrees entirely.
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VRG Djursholm
Principal: Anna Jaeger
First year of activity: 1994
Programs:
Business studies program
Natural science program
Social science program
Number of students:
503 from 13 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Anna Jaeger principal

Björn Olsson assistant principal

APPLICANTS, ADMISSION AND FINAL POINTS
First choice applicants
per place

Admission points
(median)
Maximum = 340

Final points
(average)
Maximum = 20

Issued final grades

Business studies program

1,13

Natural science program

0,76

Social science program, behavioral spec.

0,86

Business studies program

305

Natural science program

307,5

Social science program, behavioral spec.

300

Business studies program

17,05

Natural science program

17,29

Social science program

16,45

Final grades can be issued up to one year following date of graduation

97 %
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VRG Odenplan
Principal: Kara Barker-Åström
First year of activity: 1998
Programs:
Business studies program
Natural science program
Social science program
Number of students:
624 from 30 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Warren Russell assistant principal
Kara Barker-Åström principal

Stina Afsenius assistant principal

APPLICANTS, ADMISSION AND FINAL POINTS
First choice applicants
per place

Admission points
(median)
Maximum = 340

Final points
(average)
Maximum = 20

Issued final grades

Business studies program

1,26

Natural science program

1,88

Social science program

1,29

Business studies program

312,4

Natural science program

327,5

Social science program

297,5

Business studies program

17,55

Natural science program

17,98

Social science program

17,94

Final grades can be issued up to one year following date of graduation

97 %
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STUDENT SURVEY 2019/2020
Indicator

Result

Unit

I can recommend my
school to others

4,60

1-5*

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
5 means that he or she agrees entirely.
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STUDENT SURVEY 2019/2020
Indicator

Result

Unit

I can recommend my
school to others

4,30

1-5*

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
5 means that he or she agrees entirely.
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VRG Jarlaplan
Principal: Anna-Karin Sundmark
First year of activity: 2003
Programs:
Arts program
Business studies program
Social science program
Number of students:
539 from 25 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Mattias Modigh assistant principal
Anna-Karin Sundmark principal

Jakob Lindgren assistant principal

APPLICANTS, ADMISSION AND FINAL POINTS
First choice applicants
per place

Admission points
(median)
Maximum = 340

Arts program, maximum
number of points = 340+320
admission test = 660

Final points
(average)
Maximum = 20

Issued final grades

Arts program, art spec.

1,30

Arts program, dance spec.

0,90

Arts program, music spec.

2,00

Arts program, theater spec.

1,60

Business studies program

1,04

Social science program

1,00

Arts program, art spec.

595,5

Arts program, dance spec.

548,5

Arts program, music spec.

571

Arts program, theater spec.

589,5

Business studies program

315

Social science program

322,5

Arts program

17,36

Business studies program

16,95

Social science program

17,68

Final grades can be issued up to one year following date of graduation

99,50 %
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VRG Sundbyberg
Principal: Kajsa Parmell
First year of activity: 2019
Programs:
Arts program
Business studies program
Natural science program
Number of students:
160 from 12 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Marie Öström assistant principal
Kajsa Parmell principal

APPLICANTS AND ADMISSION
First choice applicants
per place

Admission points
(median)
Maximum = 340

Arts program, maximum
number of points = 340+320
admission test = 660

Arts program, spec. music

0,38

Business studies program, economy spec.

1,00

Business studies program, law spec.

1,06

Natural science program

1,01

Natural science program, spec. social science

0,75

Arts program, spec. music

431,8

Business studies program, economy spec.

272,5

Business studies program, law spec.

282,5

Natural science program

300

Natural science program, spec. social science

290
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STUDENT SURVEY 2019/2020
Indicator

Result

Unit

I can recommend my
school to others

4,10

1-5*

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
5 means that he or she agrees entirely.
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Viktor Rydbergs
samskola Djursholm
Principal: Lotta Nordgren
First year of activity: 2004
Type of school: Secondary school,
grades 7-9
Number of students:
569 from 7 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Jakob Englund assistant principal
Lotta Nordgren principal

Frida Stavrén assistant principal
FINAL POINTS
Final points grade 9
(median)

278,7

Maximum = 340
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STUDENT SURVEY 2019/2020
Indicator

Result

Unit

I can recommend my
school to others

4,00

1-5*

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
5 means that he or she agrees entirely.
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STUDENT SURVEY 2019/2020
Indicator

Result

Unit

I can recommend my
school to others

4,20

1-5*

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
5 means that he or she agrees entirely.
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Viktor Rydbergs
skola Vasastan
Principal: Ingela Spets
First year of activity: 2014
Type of school: Secondary school,
grades 7-9
Number of students:
384 from 16 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Monica Ekman assistant principal
Ingela Spets principal
FINAL POINTS
Final points grade 9
(median)

282,3

Maximum = 340
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Viktor Rydbergs
skola Sundbyberg
Principal: Lisa Dahlberg
First year of activity: 2017
Type of school: Secondary school,
grades 7-9
Number of students:
460 from 10 municipalities
Leadership team (FLR):
Charlotte Sandborgh assistant principal
Lisa Dahlberg principal

David Elfsberg assistant principal
FINAL POINTS
Final points grade 9
(median)

279,8

Maximum = 340
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STUDENT SURVEY 2019/2020
Indicator

Result

Unit

I can recommend my
school to others

3,80

1-5*

*Choosing 1 means that the respondent does
not agree with the statement at all, and choosing
5 means that he or she agrees entirely.
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Student quotes

Carl Haglind

“My teacher in Math and Natural science
is very good at making sure her classes are
interesting and she is also always happy and
positive. Her joy is contagious which makes
the atmosphere in class so much better. Then
it becomes more fun and easy to learn.”
Carl Haglind
VRS Djursholm year 8

“At VRS Sundbyberg we have the concept
that our classes are mixed every year which
means that you get a lot of new friends. I
think it is great! What I am most looking

Amine Jebrane

forward to when I come to school is meeting
my friends.”
Amine Jebrane
VRS Sundbyberg year 8

“I really like that we have after school
workshops for those of us who want to work
a little extra in a subject. It shows that we
get a lot of help and that you can practice
something more if you are struggling in a
subject. Something else I like with the school
is that everybody says “Hi” to each other.”
Viggo Böttiger
VRS Vasastan year 8
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Viggo Böttiger
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“Block schedule is the best invention since
sleep in! It is so nice to be able to dedicate
fully to one subject during a longer period of
time than have lots of short classes spread out
during the week. You will also get so much
more things done and the days feel shorter
Felipe Lindqvist

when you do not have lots of small breaks.”
Felipe Lindqvist
VRG Djursholm year 3

“One of my favorite teachers is my teacher
in Swedish. I particularly like her because she
shows great interest in the subject she teaches
which makes us students interested and
attentive. She is also very good at giving us
exciting and varied tasks which she explains
in a clear way.”

Ella Usher

Ella Usher
VRG Odenplan year 2

“My class consists of students from economy,
arts and dance. This means that our class
is filled with creativity and students with
different interests, which is positive for the
atmosphere. All days are fun and filled with
variation since I get a mix of dance and
theoretical subjects.”
Cleopatra Josephson
Cleopatra Josephson

VRG Jarlaplan year 1

“I applied for VRG Sundbyberg since I had
heard a lot of good things about the other
VRG-schools and I was excited to start at a
new school! The atmosphere in school is good
and the cohesion in my class is good as well.
During class it is calm so you can always be
concentrated.”
Jennifer Fattala
Jennifer Fattala
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The Viktor Rydberg Schools Foundation
THE BOARD OF THE FOUNDATION

Board of Directors. Back row FLR Nils Andersson, Stefan Persson, Thomas Hvid, Fredrik Palmstierna
Front row FLR Sofia Bendz, Louise Westerberg - Chairman, Louise Ankarcrona, Fanny Falkenberg

VISION AND MISSION STATEMENT
The Vision of the Foundation: To lead the development in Swedish schools and to contribute to the improvement

of quality in Swedish schools on the whole. The foundations schools shall be forerunners in all aspect of schooling.
Mission statement VRG: With

focus on the individual, and from a holistic perspective, to offer education

of high academic quality and with artistic creativity, that prepares the students for future studies and work
both in Sweden and abroad.
Mission statement VRS: With

the student in focus, to convey knowledge with teaching that is based on

student prerequisites and helps students develop their social and creative capabilities and to form a stable
foundation for high school level studies.

THE VIKTOR RYDBERG SCHOOLS FOUNDATION
Annual figures

Foundation’s revenues

2018/2019
(1 000 SEK)

317 561

Staff costs

-204 073

Other costs

-107 996

Result

5 492
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